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§1. Introduction.
In [8], A. Morimoto proved that the automorphism group of a holo-

morphic principal fiber bundle over a compact complex manifold has a

structure of a complex Lie group with the compact-open topology. The

purpose of this paper is to get similar results on the automorphism groups

of more general types of locally trivial fiber spaces over complex spaces.1)

We study automorphisms of a holomorphic fiber bundle over a complex

space which has a complex space Y as the fiber and a (not necessarily

complex Lie) group G of holomorphic automorphisms of Y as the structure

group (see Definition 3. l).

The main result is the following

THEOREM. For any holomorphic fiber bundle B over a complex space X, the

automorphism group of B is a {real) Lie group if the structure group is a locally

compact subgroup of the holomorphic automorphism group of the fiber and X is *-

strongly pseudo-concave (Theorem 4. 1).

As a special case of this, we see that the group of all fiber-preserving

holomorphic automorphisms of a locally trivial fiber space over a ^-strongly

pseudo-concave complex space is a Lie group if the holomorphic automor-

phism group of the fiber is locally compact.

Let B be a holomorphic fiber bundle over a compact normal complex

space X and M be an analytic set of codimension ^ 2 in X. We can prove

Received February 5, 1969
χ) In this paper, a complex space means a reduced complex analytic space which is always

assumed to be σ -compact and irreducible.
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that any automorphism of the portion B\X— M of B over X— M sufficiently

near to the identity is the restriction of an automorphism of B if the struc-

ture group G is a locally compact subgroup of the holomorphic automor-

phism group of the fiber. In this case, the automorphism group F(B\X— M)

of B\X— M is a Lie group. Moreover, if G is a complex Lie transforma-

tion group of the fiber, F(B\X— M) is shown to be a complex Lie group.

§2. Holomorphic maps of complex spaces into mapping spaces.
Let X, 7 and Z be complex spaces. We denote the space of all

holomorphic maps of Y into Z with the compact-open topology by Hol(7, Z)

and the space of all holomorphic automorphisms of Y as a subspace of

Hoi (7): = Hoi (7, Y) by Aut (7).

DEFINITION 2. 1. Take an arbitrary subset H of Hoi (7, Z). A map g:

X-+H is called to be holomorphic if the induced map g{x9y): = g{x) (y) (x&X,

y^Y) of XxY into 7 is holomorphic (c.f. W. Kaup [5], p. 75).

By Hol(X, £Γ) we denote again the space of all holomorphic maps

of X into H with the compact-open topology, where H is considered

as a topological subspace of Hol(7,Z). Obviously, we may consider

Hoi {X, Hoi (7, Z)) = Hoi (Xx 7, Z).

Let h: X'->X be a holomorphic map for another complex space X'.

For any g e Hoi {X,H) (Hc Hoi (7,Z)), the composite g-h: Xr ->H is also

holomorphic. Particularly, the normalization μ: X*-+X of X gives the

map μ*: Hoi (X, tf)-> Hoi (X*, # ) defined as μ*{g) = g-μ for each gξzΈίόl{X,H).

(2. 2) The topological space Hoi (X, H) can be canonically identified with a

closed subspace of Hoi (X*, H).

The injectivity of μ* is evident. While, Hoi (Xx 7, Z) can be identified

with a closed subspace of Hol(X*x7,Z) because μxlγ: I * x 7 - ^ I x 7 i s a

proper, nowhere degenerate surjective map, where lγ: Y^Y is the identity

map. Since we may consider Hol(X,tf) c Hol(Zx7,Z) and ΐlol(X*,H) c

Hol(X*x7,Z), we conclude easily the assertion (2. 2).

Each g e Hoi (X, Hoi (7)) gives a map £*: = l x x g e Hol(Xx7) (i.e.

0* (#, 2/) = (a, £ (x)y) for any a? e X, y e 7). By this correspondence,

Hoi (X, Hoi (7)) is homeomorphic with the subspace

Holz(Xx 7): = {g e Hoi (Xx 7)
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of Hol(XxF), where πx: XxY-+X is the canonical projection. Moreover,

we see easily

(2.3) Each g*G A u t ( I x Y ) with the property πxg* = πx corresponds exactly

to a map g <E.Ή.O\(X, Aut(F)) whose inverse g'1: X->Aut(F) is also holomorphic,

where g~ι(x) — g(x)~λ(x<BX).

Let G be an effective complex Lie transformation group of Y. We

may identify G with a subset of Aut(F). Since the given transforming map

Φ(g9y) = g Vig e G, y&Y) of GxY into Y is holomorphic, we have easily

(2. 4) If a map g: X-+G is holomorphic with respect to the given complex

structure of G, it is also holomorphic in the sense of Definition 2. 1.

Conversely, we can prove

PROPOSITION 2. 5. For a normal X, if g: Z - > G ( c Aut(F)) is holomorphic

in the sense of Definition 2. 1, then g is holomorphic with respect to the complex

structure of G.

To prove this, we give

LEMMA 2. 6. Let X, H, Y and Z be complex spaces and ψ: HxY-^Z be

a holomorphic map such that X is normal and Z is holomorphically separable and

φ{h,y) = <p{h',y) for any y(=Y only if h = h'(h,h'<=H). For a map g: X-*H,

if the map ψ{g{x),y) {x^X9 y^Y) of XxY into Z is holomorphic, then g is also

a holomorphic map of X into H.

Proof of Lemma 2. 6. It suffices to show that the graph Γg: = {{%,g(x))'9
x<=X] of g is analytic in XxH. Indeed, in this case, πx\Γg: Γg-+X is a

bijective holomorphic map. Then (πx\Γg)~ι: X-*Γg is also holomorphic by

the normality of X{c£. ([9]) and so g = ππMΓg)"1: X-+H is holomorphic.

Now, we consider the family j ^ ~ of all holomorphic functions φf>y on XxH

defined as

φf v(x,h):=f(φ(h,y))-f(φ(g(x),y))

for any y^Y and holomorphic function / on Z. And we put

A: - {{x,h)<^XxY; ψ{x,h) = 0 for any

Since A is the set of the common zeros of a family of holomorphic func-

tions on XxH, it is analytic in XxH by the well-known H. Cartan's
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theorem. We want to show Γg — A. Evidently, Γg c A. Conversely, if

(x9h)&A9 i.e. f(φ(h,y)) - f(φ(g(x),y)) for any y<=Y and holomorphic / o n

Z, φ{h,y) = φ{g(x),y) for any y^Y because Z is holomorphically separable.

By the assumption, we conclude h = g(x), which shows (x, h) e Γg. This

completes the proof of Lemma 2. 6.

Proof of Proposition 2. 5. Let ψ: G x Y-*Y be the given transforming

map. We can take an open neighborhood N of the identity in G such

that

N= {g^G; φ{g,y)^Yrf for any yε?'},

where F " is a holomorphically separable open set in Y and Yr (<^F") is a

non-empty open set. If φ[g,y) = ψ{g'9y) for any y ε Γ (g,g'<=N), it remains

valid for any t / £ F by the theorem of identity and hence g = gr by the

assumption of the effectivity. This shows that the map φ:=ψ\NxY'\ NxYr

-»Y" satisfies the conditions in Lemma 2. 6 for the spaces H: = N,Y: = Yr

and Z: = Y".

Now, take a map g: X-^G which is holomorphic in the sense of Defi-

nition 2. 1. Each xo^X has obviously a neighborhood U such that h(x): =

g{x)g{xo)"1^N for any ccef/. By Lemma 2. 6, since A: U-+N is holomorphic

in the sense of Definition 2. 1, & is holomorphic with respect to the complex

structure of G. So, g is also holomorphic on U in the same sense.

For later uses, we give the following proposition on the continuability

of holomorphic maps.

Proposit ion 2. 7. Let G be a locally compact subgroup of Ant {Y). Then

we can find a neighborhood N of the identity in G satisfying the following conditions:

For any connected open VaX and analytically thin set M in V a holomorphic

map g: V — M^G is holomorphically continuable to V if there is an open set

D{c:V — M) such that g{D)c.N and every holomorphic function on D is continuable

to V.

Proof By the assumption, G has a relatively compact neighborhood

N of the identity in G which can be written

N = {g e G; g{Yfi c Tj for any j{l £ j £ s)},

where Y'jy Y'j are Stein open sets in Y with Ŷ  c F " . We shall show that

N satisfies the desired conditions. Let g: V— M-+G be a holomorphic map
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with g{D)dN. Since g(x) (FJ) c Y'j for any x e= A we see p x 7 j ) c F J for

each i ( l ^ i ^ s ) , where g(x,y) = g{x) (y) {x&V — M, V<BY). Then <P/. =

(/|Z>xYy is continuable to a holomorphic map ψji VxYj ^Y'j by H. Kerner's

theorem, because every holomorphic function on DxYj is continuable to

VxYj (e.g. [1], Corollary 1 to Theorem 10, p. 63) and Y'j is Stein. This

shows also g(x) {Y'j)cY'j(l <j < s) i.e. g(x)(=N for any x^V — M. Take an

arbitrary x<=M. For any sequence {xn} in V — M with lim 0:̂  = 0;, {#(ίθ}

has a convergent subsequence in N whose limit go{x) satisfies the condition

9o(χ)(v) = ΨjiXfV) for any y&Y'j. And any convergent subsequence of ίg(xn)}

has the same limit gQ{x) by the theorem of identity. So, we obtain gQ(x) =

lim g(xf)<BNaG for any xeM. Obviously, g0 is continuous on V and so £0:
CC'-KC

VxY-^Y is also continuous. Since go\(V— M)xY = g is holomorphic, ^0:

VxY-^Y is also holomorphic according to Riemann's theorem on removable

singularities. This shows that g has a holomorphic continuation gQ

§3. Holomorphic fiber bundles over complex spaces.

Let B9 X and Y be complex spaces, π: B-±X he a holomorphic map

and G be a subgroup of Aut (F).

DEFINITION 3. 1. The space B is said to have a structure of a holomor-

phic fiber bundle over X with fiber Y and structure group G if X has an open

covering {Uil i^I] such that each π~\Ui) ( ίe/) is mapped onto UiXY by

a biholomorphic map yi with the property πΠi 7i=π on π'^Ui), where πUt :

UiXY-+Ui is the canonical projection, and each r< r j^Hol^. nUj {{UiΓiUj)xY)

(ij e /) can be written ϊiϊ'j^x^y) = (x,gij(x)y) (x e ί/4 Π C/j, yεT) with a

holomorphic map ^ : ί/i ΓiUj-ϊG which we say a transition function. Another

structure on B given by an open covering {Vk' k e if} and the biholomor-

phic maps Ί'k\ π~ιiy^-^VkxY with the property as the above is said to be

equivalent to the above structure if there is a holomorphic map gu :Vk\JUi-^G

such that T'J-^Xyy) = {x,gki{x)y) {x<^Vkf)Ui9 y^Y) for each fs/, fce/C As

usual, α holomorphic fiber bundle is defined to be an equivalence class of

structures of holomorphic fiber bundles attached to a fixed space B. For

brevity, we denote a holomorphic fiber bundle over X with fiber Y and

structure group G by B ~ B{X, Y, G, π), or simply B.

Let B = B{X, Y, G, π) and B' = B'{X',Y,G,π) be two holomorphic fiber

bundles with the same fiber Y and the same structure group G.
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DEFINITION 3. 2. By a homomorphism ψ of B into Br we mean a holo-

morphic map φ: B-±Br with the following properties;

(i) πφ = 7̂τ for a suitable ^ G H O 1 ( X , X')>

(ii) taking structures {(t/*,^); ιe/} on B and {(7*,r£); &<=#} on B' as

in Definition 3. 1, we can write yfj~x - φχgH on {UiΓ)φ~ι{Vk))XY with holo-

morphic maps gki: Ui^φ"1{V1c)-^ G{iel, keK), where gH{x, y) = gki{x) (y).

If a homomorphism φ: B-+B has the inverse homomorphism, it is said

to be an automorphism of B. By F(B) we denote the set of all automor-

phisms of B.

By definition an automorphism of B = B{X9 Y, G, π) is a holomorphic

automorphism of the space B. So, F{B) is considered as a subspace of

Aut {B) with the compact-open topology. According to the well-known

Bochner-Montgomery's theorem (c.f. W. Kaup [5], Satz 4, p. 83 and Satz

6, p. 85), we see

(3. 3) If F{B) is locally compact, it has a structure of a Lie transformation

group of B.

EXAMPLE 3. 4. (i) A holomorphic principal fiber bundle over a

complex space X in the usual sense defines canonically a holomorphic fiber

bundle over X in the sense of Definition 3. 1 by (2. 4). If X is normal, an

automorphism of this bundle is nothing but an automorphism of this as a

holomorphic principal fiber bundle in the usual sense (c.f. [8], p. 158) ac-

cording to Proposition 2. 5.

(ii) Let B = B(X, Y, G, π) be assumed that X is normal and G is an

effective complex Lie transformation group of Y with the topology induced

from Aut(F). In view of Proposition 2. 5, B is regarded as an associated

fiber bundle P over X with structure group G which is canonically defined

by the same transition functions as B. Moreover, as is easily seen, F(B)

is topologically isomorphic with the group of all automorphisms of P.

(iii) Let π: B-+ X be a locally trivial fiber space over a complex space

X with fiber Y, i.e. π be a holomorphic map such that, for a suitable open

covering {£/*; z'e/} of X, each π~ι{Ui) is biholomorphic with UiXY by a

map Ti with πUt ϊi = π. Then we can define canonically a holomorphic
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fiber bundle B = B(X,Y, Aut(F),π), where the transition functions giji

-> Aut(F) are given so as to satisfy TJJ1 — lUt nuj x&/ In this case, an auto-

morphism of B means exactly a fiber-preserving holomorphic automorphism

of B, i.e. an element φ^Aut{B) with the property πψ — φπ for some

Let h: ! ' - > ! be a holomorphic map and B be a holomorphic fiber

bundle over X which is defined by the structure with the transition func-

tions giS. As usual, the induced bundle h~ι{B) over Xτ can be defined by

the structure with the transition functions ga h. If Xr is an open set in

X and h: Xr-±X is the inclusion map, we call B\Xr: = h~ι(B) the portion

of B over Xr.

Take the normalization μ: X*-+X of X. A holomorphic fiber bundle

B = B(X,Y,G,π) induces the bundle B*: = π~ι{B) = B*{X%Y9G,π*).

PROPOSITION 3. 5. The automorphism group F(B) is topologically isomorphic

with a closed subgroup of F(B*).

Proof By the definition of the induced bundle, a holomorphic map

β: B*-+B with π*β — μ π* is defined canonically. And each φ^F(B) gives

exactly one μ*(φ): = φ*(ΞF(B*) with fi φ* = φβ. The map μ*: F{B)-^F(B*)

is obviously a continuous injective group homomorphism. It suffices to show

the closedness of μ*(F(B)) in F(B*). Take a sequence [φn] in F(B) such

that {μ*(φn)} converges to φ* in F(B*). Since β is a proper nowhere de-

generate, surjective map, we can find easily some ^eHol(J3) with μφ* = <pβ

and φGiΐlol(X) with φπ = π<p. Then, it can be easily proved by (2. 2) that

ψ satisfies the condition (ii) in Definition 3. 2 in its local representation.

On the other hand, {μ*(φn)~1} converges also to φ*"1 in F{B*). By the

same argument as the above, we have the inverse homomorphism of ψ and

so φ<=F(B). Thus μHF(B)) is closed in F(B*).

§4. Holomorphic fiber bundles over a ^-strongly pseudo-

concave space.

In this section, we prove the following main theorem.

THEOREM 4. 1. For any B = B{X, Y, G, π), if G is a locally compact subgroup

of Aut (F) and X is *-strongly pseudo-concave {see Definition 8. 1 in [2], p. 104),

then F{B) has a structure of a Lie transformation group of B.
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We need some preparations.

LEMMA 4. 2. Let N be a compact subset of Aut(F) such that iVc{<yeAut(F);

g{Ϋ')aY"}, where Y' is a non-empty open set and Y" is relatively compact in some

K-complete open subset of Y. Then the set

31: = {g<=Hol(X, Aut(F)); g(x)<=N for any x^X]

is also compact in Hoi (X, Aut (F)).

Proof By Arzela-Ascoli's theorem it suffices to show that 31 is equi-

continuous on X with the canonical uniform structure of Aut(F) because

{g{x); g^3t] is included in a compact N for any j ε l By the assumption,

the restriction map r: N-> Hoi (F', Y") (r{g): = g\Yr for each g^N) is well-

defined. With each g(=3l we associate the map g' = r g: X-+ Hoi (F', Y")

and g': XxY'-±Y" with g\x,y) = g'{x) {y) {χ(=X, ί/εΓ). In view of the as-

sumption of F", {g'; g^3l} is relatively compact in Hoi (XxY',Y) ([2], Theo-

rem 2. 1, p. 86) and so equicontinuous on Xx Yr, where F is considered as a

metric space with a suitable metric. Then [g';g^3l] (c Hoi(X, Hoi{Y',Y"))

is also equicontinuous on X, On the other hand, since r is injective by

the theorem of identity, r is a topological map of N onto a compact subset

of Hoi (F'j F"). Therefore, 31 itself is equicontinuous.

For the proof of Tehrorem 4. 1, we have only to show that F(B) is

locally compact by (3. 3). Moreover, X may be assumed to be normal.

Indeed, in Theorem 4. 1, the normalization X* of X is also ^-strongly

pseudo-concave and hence the induced bundle B* of B over X* satisfies all

conditions in Theorem 4. 1. If F{B*) is shown to be locally compact, F{B)

is also locally compact according to Proposition 3. 5. In the following,

B= B{X, Y, G, π) denotes a holomorphic fiber bundle over a normal ^-strongly

pseudo-concave space X with a locally compact G(c Aut(F)).

By definition, there is a positive real-valued continuous function v on

X such that v is ^-strongly (dim X— 1)-convex on X— K (see [2], p. 101) for

a suitable compact Kc X and {x; v(x)> c}mX for any c > 0 . We put

c0: = min {v{x); x e K], Xc = {# e X; v(x) > c} and Bc: = π " 1 ^ ) for any

c ( 0 < c < c 0 ) .

LEMMA 4. 3. /# the above situation, we can find a neighborhood N of the

identity in F(B) such thaty for a suitable c(< c0), any sequence {φn} in N has a

subsequence \φnk\ having the following properties;
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(i) {ψnk\Bc} converges to an injective map φ in Hoi {BC,B),

(ii) the limit φ is a homomorphism of B\Xΰ into B,

(iii) {ψnk} converges in Aut (X), where φ denotes an automorphism of X with

π ψ = φπ for each φ e F(B).

Proof The compact set XCo has an open covering {F^: l^Li<k] such

that each B\Vi has a locally trivial bundle structure, i.e. there are biholo-

morphic maps Tt: π~ι(Vi)-^ViXY with πVi 7i = π on π'^FJ and holomorphic

maps gtJ: Vt Π Vj-> G with r^rj1 = 17< nVj xftj on (V,nF, ) x 7 ( l ^ ί, i ^ Jfc).

Moreover we take open coverings {£/*; l ^ i ^ f c } and {Ui] l<i ^k} of X

with the property Ui^UΊ^Vi for each z*. By Theorem 8. 3 in [2], p. 105,

Aut {X) is locally compact. There is a compact neighborhood N of lx in

Aut(X) such that

iVc{0GΞAut(X); g(U't)cVi for any f}.

We consider the set

iV* = {^e.FCB); the corresponding ^eiV}.

For each <pe.N*9 since ^(£70^7*, the holomorphic maps ψi: = r< 9 -rr1:

ί / ! x F - > F i X Γ are well-defined (1 ̂  z' ̂  &). Then we have holomorphic

maps ^(9): U'i-±G with the property ψi = φxgi{φ) on ί/JxF. On the other

hand, there is a compact neighborhood N' of the identity in G such that

JV'c{^eAut{Y); g{Ϋr)(zY"} for open sets Y\ Yfr with the same properties

as in Lemma 4. 2. We put

iV: = {φtΞN*; g^){x)^Nr for any x^U^l^i ^k)},

which is obviously a neighborhood of 1^ in F{B). We shall prove that N

has the desired properties in Lemma 4. 3 for c:=suρ {v{x); x& U^Ui} (< cQ).

Take an arbitrary {φn} in N. Since {̂ w} c iV, a suitable subsequence

{φnk} converges to some φ in Aut(X). On the other hand, ίgi{φn)} is

relatively compact in Hoi (Ui9 G) by Lemma 4. 2. Relabeling indices suit-

ably, we may assume that {&(¥>»J} converges to some g\ in Hoi (C/̂ , G) for

each ι\ Since Hoi ( ^ x Y,Y) = Hoi (Ui9 Hoi (7)), {r4 9«*-^T1} converges to

<PΪ' = φXgϊ in H o l ( ^ x F , 7 4 x7). So, { ^ J T Γ W * ) } converges to r T 1 - ^ ? ' ^

in Hoi (̂ "HE/ί)* 5). The subsequence [φnt] of {̂ 1̂ converges obviously on

ftcUi^Wi) and satisfies all desired conditions.
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REMARK. If X is compact, we may take Xc — X. In this case, Theo-

rem 4. 1 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4. 3.

LEMMA 4. 4. Let {<pn} be a sequence in F(B) such that {<pn\Bc} converges

to an injective map ψ in Hoi (i?c, B) for some c<c0 and the corresponding {φn}

converges to some φ in Aut (X). Then any x with v{x) = c has a neighborhood U

such that [φn\π~ι{U)} converges to an injective map <p* in ~Άo\(π~ι{U), B).

Proof. Take a Stein neighborhood V of x such that π" 1^) is biholo-

morphic with VxY by a map r. By Lemma 7. 2 in [2], p. 101, there is

a connected Stein neighborhood U of X(UGV) such that, for a suitable open

D<^XC9 every holomorphic function on D is uniquely continuable to U and

any 1-codimensional analytic subset of U intersects D. Moreover, we choose

Stein open sets U' and U* in X such that x^U^U^V, φφr)aU*, φn(Uf)c:

U* for almost all n and n~*(U*) is biholomorphic with U*xY by a map r\

Then we can define the maps ψr = f ψ «Γ"1: U'c x F ->• £/*x F and y>i: = r'

^ • r 1 : [ / ' x r ^ ί / » x r for almost all w, where U'e = U'ϊ){v>c}. Take an

open set Dr with DGI/GU'C and Stein neighborhoods W, W of 2/ with

W^Wr^Y for each y e F . Since DXWGD'XW'CU'CXW arid ^' is injective

on U'eXYf there is a suitable ^0 such that

for any n^n0 by Lemma 3. 2 in [2], p. 89. Now, every holomorphic

function on DxW is uniquely continuable to UxW (e.g. Corollary 1 in [1],

p. 63) and φίo(U'xW) is Stein. As in the proof of Lemma 7. 3 in [2], p.

102, we have φή(UxW)cφZ0{U'xW') for any n^nQ by H. Kerner's theorem

([6]). Since <Pno(U'xW') may be assumed to be relatively compact in some

incomplete subset of {/* x F, {φ'n; n^n0] may be considered as a normal

family in Hoi (UxW, U*xY) by Theorem 2.1 in [2], p. 86. A suitable

subsequence of {φ'n} converges on UxW. Covering Y by countably many

open sets W's with the above property, we can choose a subsequence {ψnk}

of {φ'n} which converges to a map ψm Hoi(UxY9 U*xY). Then {ψnJπ^iU)}

converges to the map φ*: = T'~1ψr in Holfa'^U), B). Moreover, any sub-

sequence of {φn} has a subsequence which converges to the same limit 9*.

So, {φn} itself converges to φ* in Ή.o\(π~ι(U), B). It remains to prove the

injectivity of φ* on π~ι(U)9ov equivalently, ψ on UxY. Let E be the set of
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degeneracy of ψ, which is analytic in UxY by R. Remmert's theorem ([9]).

Then E is of codimension ^ 2 . In fact, if codimis=l , Ef){y = y0) can

be identified with an analytic set of codimension ^ 1 at xQ in U for any

(#0,2/0)e£. By the assumption of U, E intersects UcxY. This contradicts

with the injectivity of φ. Now, we apply Lemma 7. 3 in [2], p. 102, whence

ψ is injective on UxY. This completes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 4. 1. Take a neighborhood N of 1B in F(B) satisfying

the conditions in Lemma 4. 3. We shall prove that iV': = {φ^F{B); φ and

φ^GN] is a relatively compact neighborhood of 1B in F(B). An arbitrary

{φn} in N' has a subsequence {pΛjfe} which satisfies the conditions (i), (ii),

(iii) in Lemma 4. 3. As in the proof of Theorem 7. 5, p. 103, putting

Γ: = [c; {φnk} converges to an injective map in ΐlόl(Be,B)}9

we conclude that infΓ = 0 according to Lemma 4. 4. This shows that {φnκ}

converges to some ψ in Hoi (B, B)9 which satisfies obviously ψπ = πφ for φ =

ΠmίόnjfceAut(X). Then, applying the same argument to the sequence {ψn1},
k—>oo

we see easily φ^Aut(B). It remains to show φ<=F{B). The condition (ii)

in Definition 3. 2 is of local nature. For each x<=X taking sufficiently small

neighborhood U of x and V of φ(x)9 we may assume that π~ι{U) — UxY9

π-\V) =VxY9 φ(UxY)c:VxY and φnk(UxY)cVxY for almost all k. More-

over, it may be assumed that φnjt — φnk X gnk for suitable gnk e Hoi (U9 G) by

Definition 3. 2 and ψ = ψXg on Ux Y for a suitable #eHol(£/, Aut(F)) by

Example 3. 4 (iii). Then we have g = Hm0njfceHol ([/, G) because G is closed

in Aut(F). This concludes φ^F(B). Theorem 4. 1 is completely proved.

According to Example 3. 4 (iii), Theorem 4. 1 implies

COROLLARY 4. 5. Let B be a locally trivial fiber space over a *-strongly

pseudo-concave complex space with fiber Y. If Aut (Y) is locally compact, the group

of all fiber-preserving holomorphic automorphisms of B is a Lie group.

We have also in view of Example 8. 2 in [2], p. 104,

COROLLARY 4. 6. Let X be a compact complex manifold and M be an

analytic set with e m d i m M ^ d i m Z — 2 . For any B = B{X—M, Y, G, π), if

G is a locally compact subgroup of Aut (Y)9 F{B) is a Lie group.

In connection with this, for a holomorphic fiber bundle B defined over
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the total X we give more precise informations on automorphisms of B\X— M

in the next section.

§5. Holomorphic fiber bundles over a compact complex space.

Let B = B(X, Y9 G, π) be a holomorphic fiber bundle over a compact

complex space X. We want to study F(B\X— M) for a thin analytic set

M in X. By G° we denote the connected component of the identity in a

topological group G.

THEOREM 5. 1. If X is a compact normal complex space, G is a locally com-

pact subgroup of Aut (Y) and M is of codimension ^ 2, then any element in

F(B\X — M)° is the restriction of an automorphism of B over the total X.

Proof It suffices to show that there is a neighborhood N of 1B in

F{B\X— M) such that any φ<=N is the restriction of some ψ<=F{B), because

any element in F{B\X— M) is represented as the product of finitely many

elements in N. The compact set M has an open covering {Vι\ l^i^k]

such that, for a suitable connected open subset Dh of Vi with D^X— M,

any holomorphic function on Dι is uniquely continuable to Vi for each i.

If we choose sufficiently small Vi(l < i < k), it may be assumed that there

is another open covering {Uii l<i<k] of M such that each Ut is Stein,

Vi^Ui and B\Ui has a locally trivial bundle structure, and so π~ι(Ui) is bi-

holomorphic with UiXY by a map TV We consider the set

N:= {g<= Aut {X-M); gφ'JciUi and g'^D^czUi for any i{l^i<k)}

where Z> is an open set with D^D^Όi — M. And, as in the proof of

Lemma 4. 3, we put

N*\ = {ψ^F(B\X— M)\ the corresponding φ<=N}.

Since φ(Dl)(zUi and so φiπ'^D^czπ'^Ui), each φ^N* defines a holomorphic

map gt{φ): Dί-^G such that φt: = TiψΠ1 = φxgt{φ) on D\xY. Now, taking

a neighborhood Nr with the property in Proposition 2. 7, we put

N' = {<peN*; gi{<p)(x)^N' for any xe-Di9 l<i<k}.

We shall prove that N: = [φ<=F{B\X— M); yxΞiV' and ̂ e i V ' } is a desired

neighborhood of 1B in F(B).

Take an arbitrary φ ̂  N. The corresponding j^G A u t ( J - M) with

πψ = ̂ π defines the map £ | A Di-+Ui for each t. Since f/* is Stein, φ\Dt
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is uniquely continuable to a map φ^. Vi-^Ui by H. Kerner's theorem ([6]).

Obviously, φ.ι = φj on VidVj if ViΓίVj Ψ φ. Therefore ψ has a continuation

to X, which we denote by the same notation φ. Since N is symmetric,

ψ'1 has also a continuation to X. Thus we conclude φ<=Aut(X).

Now, since φ(VΊ)c:Ui by the above argument, φ{π^{Vi — M))cπ~1(^Γi) and

so the map φi:ϊiφΐ71: {Vi — M j x F ^ ^ x F is well-defined for each /. Then

we get a holomorphic map gt\ F^ —• M-> G with ^ = φXcji, which satisfies

gi(Di)czNr. By the assumption of iV', each gt is continuable to a holomor-

phic map flrj: Vi -> G in view of Proposition 2. 7. We consider the map

φi: = φχg°i: ViXY-^UiXY. The map <p<=Hol(B) with ψ = Π1 φi ri on

π^iVt) is obviously well-defined and a continuation of <p to the total 5.

The above proof shows also ψ^F{B). This completes the proof.

As a special case of Theorem 5. 1, we have

COROLLARY 5. 2. Let M be an analytic subset of codimension ̂  2 in a nor-

mal compact complex space X. Then any element in Aut(X—M)° is the restriction

of an automorphism of X.

In Corollary 5.2, an automorphism of X—M not belonging to

Aut(X—M)° is not necessarily the restriction of an automorphism of X. In

fact, for any integer k, we can construct a normal compact complex space

X and an analytic set M in X with codimMϊ^& such that there is an auto-

morphism of X — M which cannot be continuable to the total X. To con-

struct such a space X and an analytic set M, take a continuous proper

modification π: Y1-+Y2 with normal compact complex spaces Y1 and Y2 such

that, for a suitable M2: = {x0} aY29 Mλ: = π~ι{M2) is biholomorphic with the

Riemann sphere P 1 and π\Yί — M1: Y1 — M1->Y2 — M2 is a biholomorphic

map (Grauert-Remmert [3], §4, p. 292), where it can be assumed that

dim Yx = dim Y2 ^ k for any given k and Yx is not biholomorphic with F2.

We consider the complex space X: =YλxY2 and the analytic set M: = (YxxM2)

\J{MλxY2) in X, which is of codimension ^k. Let g: = π\Y1 — Mx and

h ^g-1: Y2-M2-+Y1~M1. The map g{x, y): = {h{y), g(x)) {x GΞ Y, - M19

y^Y2 — M2) is an automorphism of {Yλ — M1)x(Y2 — M2) = X— M. And it

cannot be the restriction of any automorphism of X. For, if there is some

flf'eAut(X) with g — gr on X—M, g is necessarily continuable to a biholo-

morphic map of Yx onto F2. This is a contradiction.
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COROLLARY 5. 3. Let B = B(X, Y, G, π) be a holomorphic fiber bundle over

a compact complex space and M be an analytic set with c o d i m M ^ 2 . If G is a

locally compact subgroup of Aut(F), F{B\X~ M) has a structure of a Lie trans-

formation group of B — π'^M).

Proof Without loss of generality, we may assume that X is normal

by Proposition 3. 5. As a special case of Theorem 4. 1, F(B) has a structure

of a Lie transformation group of B (c.f. Remark to the proof of Lemma 4. 3).

Then the closed subgroup G: = {<PΪΞF(B); φ{π~ι{M)) = π'^M)} of F{B) is also

a Lie group and can be identified with a topological subgroup of F{B\X— M)

by the restriction map. On the other hand, in view of the proof of Theo-

rem 5. 1, there is a neighborhood N of the identity in F(B\X~ M) such

that any φ&N is the restriction of some ψ^G. This shows that F(B\X— M)

and G have a common neighborhood of the identity. Thus F(B\X— M) is

also a Lie transformation group of B — π~ι(M).

THEOREM 5. 4. Assume that B, X and M satisfy the conditions in Theorem

5. 1 and, furthermore, G is a complex Lie transformation group of Y. Then

F{B\X— M) has a structure of a complex Lie transformation group of B — π~ι(M).

Proof According to Example 3. 4 (ii), B is an associated fiber bundle

of the canonically defined holomorphic principal fiber bundle P over X and

F{B\X— M) is isomorphic with the automorphism group of P\X— M. As

is easily seen, if the automorphism group of P is shown to be a complex

Lie transformation group, F{B\X— M) is also a complex Lie transformation

group of B — π~ι{M). From the beginning, we may assume that B itself

is a holomorphic principal fiber bundle, i.e. G acts on the fiber Y = G as

the left translations. In this case, F(B) is a complex Lie transformation

group of B. For, we know that an arbitrary infinitesimal transformation

group on a complex space is locally integrable (W. Kaup [5], Satz 3, p.

82) and so it can be proved that the Lie algebra of F(B) is canonically

isomorphic with the Lie algebra of infinitesimal transformations D on B

with Rg D = D for any ^ e G by the same argument as in the proof of

Proposition 1 in [8], p. 163, where Rg denotes the right translation by g

acting on B, On the other hand, the closed subgroup G: = {φ&F{B);

φ{π"ι{M)) = π~ι{M)} of F(B) and F(B\X— M) have a common neighborhood

of the identity. Theorem 5. 4 is a direct result of W. Kaup [5], Korollar

to Satz 2, p. 80.
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COROLLARY 5. 5. Let X be a compact complex space and M be an analytic

subset of X. If c o d i m M ^ 2 , Aut{X—M) has a structure of a complex Lie

transformation group of X — M.

Proof Let μ: X^-^X be the normalization of X and put M* = μ~ι{M).

The space X*~-M* is the normalization of X—M. Then Aut(X*-M*)

is a complex Lie transformation group of X* — M* as a special case of

Theorem 5. 4. The rest of the proof of Corollary 5. 5 is due to the follow-

ing Lemma.

LEMMA 5. 6. Let X be a complex space and μ: X* -> X be the normalization

of X. If Aut (X*) is a complex Lie transformation group of X*, Aut {X) is also

a complex Lie transformation group of X as a closed subgroup of Aut

Proof To each g e Aut (X) corresponds exactly one g* e Aut (X*) with

g μ = μ g*. By this correspondence, Aut {X) is considered as a closed sub-

group of Aut (X*) (e.g. [2], Proposition 4. 2) and so a real Lie group. For

our purpose, it suffices to show that any real one-parameter subgroup {gt}

of Aut (X) can be extended to a complex one-parameter group of transfor-

mations of X. The given {gt} in Aut (X) gives a real one-parameter group

{#?} in Aut(X*). By the assumption, {#?} is extended to a complex one-

parameter group of transformations of X*, which we denote by the same

notation {g*}. For each #?, we can define a map g[\ X->X with μ g* =

g't μ. In fact, if μ(%*) = μ{x%) for any fixed x%, xf, the holomorphic maps

μ g*{%*) and μ g*{x%) of the complex number space C into X coincide with

each other for any real t. By the theorem of identity, it remains valid for

any ί e C . This shows that the single-valued map g't\ = μg*μ~ι: X-±X is

well-defined. Since μ is proper nowhere degenerate surjective, g't(x) {t&C,

x&X) is obviously continuous on CxX and g't gf

$ = g't+s for any t, s^C.

And g't{%) is holomorphic in x for any fixed real t. For any a;βεl, take

a neighborhood W of (0, x0) in CxX such that g't(x) e F with a Stein open

set F i n I for any (t,x)eW. Then f(g't(x)) is holomorphic on W for any

holomorphic function f on V (H. Kerner [7], Hilfssatz 4, p. 285) because

f{gt μ(x)) ( ίεC, cceX*) is holomorphic on C x X*. From these fact, we

conclude that g[(x) ( ίeC, #eX) is holomorphic and hence {g't} defines a

complex one-parameter transformation group of X with the property g't-gt

for any real t. This completes the proof.
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